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Driving Collaboration
By Lynn Dunlop

The Evolution of Poor Decision Making
By Lisa Kazbour

When trying to drive a collaborative culture,
said an article I read recently, “repeatability and
the ability to measure behaviours are key”. It is
not, therefore, possible to use abstract terms
like ‘showing integrity’ or ‘demonstrating trust’.
But these are terms I often hear when people
discuss collaboration.

Leaders often face pressure from those above them and,
more often than not, the behaviors they engage in to escape
that pressure (R- behaviors) are not strategic. This causes
lots of unintended downstream impact. And there’s an
evolutionary reason for that.

Instead, for good collaboration, people must
consistently - every single day - deliver on
small, highly visible things like turning up to
meetings on time and responding to phone calls
and emails within a set (publicised) time period
(“thanks for your call/email, I’ll respond to you
within 24 hours”). When what people say
mostly matches what they do, things like trust
and integrity simply happen as a by-product.
The specific behaviours should be chosen
by each organisation, but having a list of
things that people publicly deliver on day-in
day-out will make it more likely that everyone
will trust one another, be honest, respectful,
open, inclusive and all the other excellent but
subjective ideas that surround collaboration.
Click here to join the BMT group
on LinkedIn for original content
and debate.
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Biologically, the fight or flight response prepares the body for
action. In today’s world we’re no longer literally running for
our lives, but our body responds as if we are when we are put
in stressful situations. When you’re under stress, your body
fires up the emergency responses (blood flow to muscles,
increase in visual perception, increased breathing and heart
rate, etc.) and shuts down non-critical systems (digestion,
reproduction, immune function, etc.). So in addition to
grinding our saliva production to a halt, it shuts down our
critical thinking abilities as well.
Thinking about the long-term strategic impact of your
decisions isn’t relevant when you’re in fight or flight mode; the
next five minutes are all that matters. This is the space where
knee jerk decisions are made, and when the decisions leaders
make can inadvertently have a disastrous downstream impact.
The solution? Time. Strategy. Critical thinking. It’s incredibly
hard when a leader is fired up and under threat to then slow
down and take the time to be strategic. It goes against every
evolutionary urge in your body to do so. But if you can, you’ll
be a thousand times more effective than the next guy.

Behavioural Management Techniques (BMT) is a blend of
applied behavioural science tools and project management skills.
BMT is used to improve business and safety performance.

Repetition or Progress?
By Rachel Edwards

The Assistant Trap
By Bruce Faulkner

Iteration towards a final result is a principle at the core of
behavioural science; it’s a sound way to arrive at a sustainable
solution.  When working towards any goal, making small
incremental changes that shape towards the end result will always
be a sustainable strategy.

Of the many privileges that comes
from holding a position of authority is
that some are afforded an assistant.
The premise is that a leader’s time is
valuable. Having an assistant optimises
- even maximises - that time. Leaders
avoid time consuming tasks like
booking travel, setting up meetings and
filing expenses.

It’s possible to get lost, though. Sometimes it feels like progress
is being made, but in fact the environment is at a standstill. Take
my recent attempts to arrange a meeting with a client, for example.
After 37 exchanges on email, text and phone, with the client and
their PA, to arrange and re-arrange a time and date, the meeting
was fixed. Predictably, I guess, the meeting was cancelled the day
before it was due to take place. I should have seen it coming…
Confusing behavioural repetition for progress is easy to do. It can
be hard to tell the difference in real-time, although in retrospect it’s
easy to see things weren’t progressing as they should. Perhaps
the important distinction is whether or not I look back and think I
should have done something different a bit earlier.

Too Busy
By Howard Lees
People who are ‘too busy’ sometimes say stupid things to those
around them. They can inadvertently make offhand destructive
comments to the people who work for them. What they say in
those moments of inattention reduces the possibility of them getting
the key feedback that could cure the initial ‘offhand comment’
problem. It’s not that they are heartless; they are probably in a state
of ‘too busy’ and all their calm reasoning has been replaced by
impatient and random responses.
I recently received two offhand (text and email) comments from one
individual. You could describe them as callous in content. I know
he is ‘too busy’, I know he will be shocked when I point them out to
him. I don’t work for him, so I can see the callousness for what it
really is. If I worked for him, I probably would not feel the same.

Shades of BMT
• Don’t let even the slightest irritation go by without saying anything.
Dirty pain is gradual and toxic and it occurs when people don’t
speak up about minor irritations. It’s well worth staying vigilant.

• If you do everything you say you are going to do then you don’t
accrue any behavioural debt.

• When you write to your director, do you get a response from them
or their PA?

• It’s perfectly OK to be honest about anything at work other than, of
course, money and safety.

The helpful assistant is soon entangled
in all manner of things Executive.
After a while, the leader’s own filtering
system is suspended. The leader ends
up involved in correspondence not of
their making and in meetings not of
their choosing. Over time they become
passive and more reactive. They are no
longer the master of their environment.
Aesop tells a tale of the dog boasting to
the wolf about all comforts and luxuries
he has. The wolf is tempted to enlist
until he asks the dog about his collar.
Terrified when he understands its use,
the wolf runs away and is still running.
The dog traded the freedom of choice for
comforts. The wolf’s retained freedom
exposes him directly to the environment.

Frame of Reference
By Howard Lees
One of our local farmers put up signs
telling the story of a dog that had
recently killed 3 lambs and badly
affected a number of other ewes in one
of his fields. The owners that let their
dogs run in fields full of sheep all say,
“My dog doesn’t chase sheep.” Of
course, the sheep don’t know which
dogs are dangerous, so they take fright
regardless. As I walk, I have spoken
politely to a number of dog owners in
fields full of sheep about putting their
dog on a lead at lambing time and
unsurprisingly have been met with either
extinction or aggression. Some time
ago I saw a farmer leaning on a fence
watching someone’s dog running off the
lead in one of his fields. I asked him,
“Can you shoot it?’ He said, “The dog,
yes. The owner, no.”

